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a month following the end of the third impact, the instrumentality project has been completed. shinji and his fellow evangelion pilots have been resurrected from the dead. the four pilots are assigned to escort misato in a trip to paris. while misato deals with the remnants of the third impact, shinji must adjust to his new life. the end of evangelion. following the nerv instrumentality project, shinji ikari has been resurrected as a vampire, and is charged with protecting ritsuko akagi. his guardian is also now a vampire. one of the few remaining human beings on earth, shinji is forced to live a double life: hiding his humanity from those around him and yet not feeling the loss of his humanity. the final evangelion, a true work of art.
following the devastations of the third impact, shinji ikari is forcibly kept alive by nerv, and assigned to the elite team of the evangelion unit-02 to guide it to the end of evangelion. asuka and shinji continue to guide the eva unit-02 through the end of evangelion. the battles continue, but the war is far from over. shinji is forced to choose between his humanity and his love for asuka, and is pulled deeper into the heart of the conflict. as the eva battles the true end of evangelion, shinji has no choice but to confront the core of his nature and the true character of his past. evangelion unit-02. a single eva remains for the journey to the end of evangelion. after the battle at mid-ocean isolation site-6, a young pilot is taken aboard the eva

unit-02. little do they know that the true end of evangelion lies ahead.
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the release date for the xbox one version of evangelion 3.0: you can (not) advance has not been announced yet, but will most likely coincide with the playstation 4 version on november 3rd. the xbox one version will also include a free soundtrack by fujimi fantasia bunko. a downloadable demo
for the xbox one version is currently available through the xbox store. xbox one players will be able to try out the game before purchasing the full game from the xbox store. the demo contains all 12 scenes of the game in the original japanese language with english subtitles. downloads are

region-specific. those from north america should download in english and those from other regions should download in their own language. if the demo doesnt work for you, try the english demo. in addition to releasing the digital version of evangelion 3.0: you can (not) advance for the
playstation 4 and xbox one systems in north america, gkids and aniplex of america have also announced that the film will be coming to blu-ray disc in japan! the blu-ray version of the film will include the original japanese language track, both the english language dubs (english and english sdh),
and the english subtitles. the disc will also include two bonus features: a 15-minute making-of featurette on the making of the film, and a booklet containing reproductions of the original film posters, which have been newly designed to reflect the look of the new blu-ray release. this will be the
first time that the original japanese language track will be available on a blu-ray disc in the u.s. on september 24th, we released evangelion 3.0: you can (not) advance on steam. this release offers full support for the steam platform, including cross-buy and cross-play compatibility, as well as

controller support. in addition, this release includes all of the content that is available on the playstation 4 and xbox one versions of the game, including the sound and subtitles, the japanese and english voice overs, and the optional japanese and english language dubs. this is the first time that
evangelion 3.0: you can (not) advance has been available for sale on steam. 5ec8ef588b
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